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ABSTRACT

Most of current wedding website only offer services for a particular shop or company only. So, user have to find out another website to get information and service that desired. In addition, the current website only view a briefly information. So, user hard to get more information about services offered and hard to make a decision especially about budget. Integrated Wedding Planner (IWP) is a new innovative system that is develops to ease user especially future bride and groom to plan and make a decision based on their budget, need and desire. This system is a web-based system and will be developed by using web-based concept application and user can access it from anywhere. It will reduce cost and time consuming. This system provides list of company at Selangor area and for Malay wedding only. Users can gain information and plan their wedding consist of bridal suit, dais, catering, canopy and wedding card. The IWP will calculate total price separately for each bridal suit, dais, canopy, catering, wedding card and also total budget for all. With this system, the problems will be solved which is this system will provide the detail information, list of company and user can make a decision easily.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Integrated Wedding Planner (IWP) is a new innovative web based system. User can access and use this system anywhere and anytime such as at home or office. In Malay wedding, there are many areas to consider when people start plan the wedding, from bridal suit, dais, canopy, catering and also wedding card.

Nowadays, Internet is one of communication technology and most of people use it as a medium to get information and ideas. Most of the wedding website available offer information and services only in one particular wedding shop/boutique. So, this will become a problem when user did not satisfy and the service doesn’t meet their desire and budget, so they have to search another wedding website. This will increase the time consuming.

Certainly some items require a visit to the shop. However, Wedding Planner will give suggestion that are suite and match with user input and selection. It will ease user to manage wedding plan, reduce access time and budget because user doesn’t need survey many shops /boutique.

Integrated Wedding Planner system will ease user especially future bride and groom to make a decision. Firstly, user needs to select the option provided to match their features needed. Then, this system will view the appropriate suggestion for bridal suit, dais, canopy, and wedding card and also the prices based on the selection.
their budget and desire. Also, the related company address and the contact person also provided to ease user to get more information and detail.

1.2 Problem statement(s)

Nowadays, communication technology especially Internet is an important medium to search and get information. Although, there is a lot of web page about wedding especially Malay wedding but people still did not know how to plan the wedding, the budget, the shop location and the services that offered.

Most of the wedding website available offer services and information only in one particular wedding shop. So, if user did not satisfy with the services offered, user has to search another web page to get another services and information.

However, some people will get information from magazine, catalogue and brochure. But, by using this approach, people need to buy different and more than one magazine. Also, have to go different shop if they still didn’t get the information and services needed. Other than that, need a lot of money because of some magazine is expensive and the cost for looking appropriate shop/boutique is also increases.

Another problem is, most of people still can’t decide to choose the best decision based on their budget and desire. Some of user didn’t know how to plan and budget the wedding including bridal suit, dais, canopy, catering and wedding card.

This system is to solve the existing problems. First, time management is very important. Plan the wedding about a year or so before the event. By develop this web-based system, user can access it anywhere, anytime and will reduce time consuming.

Then, budget planning is also important. This system will ease user to make a decision to plan the wedding based on budget. In this system, by select the option
provided, user will get choices about bridal suit, dais, canopy, catering, wedding card and shop/boutique details.

1.3 Objective

The objectives of this system is:

- To give suggestions when planning the wedding based on the desire and budget.
- To give user more information and ideas about wedding planner.
- To ease wedding plan management. Time management is very important to make sure that all wedding preparation complete and succeed and under the budget.
- To reduce cost, access time and user can access the system anywhere such as home and office.
- To ease user to calculate the budget for he/her wedding.
- User can make their best decision about their wedding plan.

1.4 Scopes

The scope of this project is:

- This Integrated Wedding Planner only consist bridal suit, dais, canopy, catering and wedding card only.
- The Integrated Wedding Planner is for Malay Wedding Only.
- The target users are future bride/groom.
- The suggestion shop/boutique are at Selangor area only.
- Total budget will be calculate including bridal suit, dais, catering, canopy and wedding card.
• This system only view the list of suggestion and user can’t order the product or services that offered by using this system.

1.5 Project significance

This Integrated Wedding Planner is new interactive web-based system. In this system, user needs to select the option provided such as budget range, shop name. Then, this system will view the appropriate suggestion including pictures and price for bridal suite, dais, catering, canopy and wedding card.

Home and public user can access and use this system. The target user is future bride and groom. User can access this system anywhere and anytime and will reduce time consuming.

This system is general. It offers services and information more than one wedding shop/boutique.

1.6 Expected Output

User needs to select the option provided to match their needed features. Then, the system will display the output that related with bridal suit, dais, catering, canopy and wedding card.

1. Bridal suit

For bridal suit, user needs to select bridal suit type, budget range and theme colour. Then, the system will view the pictures and price. Then, user can choose bridal suit that desire from the list. After that, total price will be calculated.
2. Dais

For dais, the user needs to select budget range and also theme colour. Then, pictures and also price will be displayed. After that, user can choose bridal suit that desire from the list. The total price will be calculated.

3. Catering.

For catering, user needs select budget range. Then, the list of menu with price will be displayed. User can choose the menu and enter the number of person. After that, the total price will be calculated.

4. Canopy.

For canopy, the pictures and price of canopy will be displayed after user select budget range, canopy type and theme colour. Then, user can choose the desire design based on the picture. After that, this system will calculate the total price.

5. Wedding Card.

For wedding card, user needs to select the budget range per card, card type and theme colour from the list. Then, the pictures and price of card will be displayed and it will ease user to choose the appropriate wedding card. After that, enter the number of person and then the total price will be calculated.

1.7 Conclusion

Nowadays, most of people use Internet as a medium to get information and ideas easier and faster. Internet is one of communication technology. Integrated Wedding Planner is an innovative web-base system. This system will solve existing problems and ease user especially future bride/groom to plan and decide the appropriate decision based on their desire and budget. User can access the system